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In China, law does not stipulate judicial exemption. However, the 
construction of judicial system is of great significance, it is the premise of 
judicial independence and free heart of judges. From a practical point of view, 
the construction of judicial exemption system will promote the development of 
correction of misjudged criminal cases directly. From the point of judicial 
reform, the construction of judicial exemption is the guarantee of fairness in 
judging cases and it is also an important measure to prevent criminal misjudged 
cases. 
In the context of judicial reform, this thesis takes correction of misjudged 
criminal cases as the breakthrough point, referenced on foreign judicial 
exemption to explore the procedure of judicial exemption in legislation, perfect 
procedure of judicial exemption in practice, in order to construct procedure of 
judicial exemption based on due process. 
This thesis is divided to four chapters except introduction and conclusion.  
The first chapter is about the relationship between judicial exemption and 
criminal misjudged cases. This chapter takes correction of misjudged criminal 
cases as the breakthrough point, discusses the role judges played in the 
generation and correction of misjudged criminal cases. Then introduce the 
significance of judicial exemption to correction of misjudged criminal cases.  
The second chapter is about the classification of exemption of judicial 
liability. The premise of the construction of judicial exemption system is to 
determine which liability can be exempted by law. This part tries to classify 
liability of exemption as general liability and special criminal liability, takes 
subjective act of bad faith as the core factor to determine general liability. This 
part also demonstrates the legitimacy of judicial liability in exemption strike 
hard period at the focus on media. 
The third chapter is about the basic value of exemption of judicial liability. 
This part introduces judicial exemption is the premise to implement the 
principle of judicial independence. In the basic of judicial independence, the 














due process is relatively impartial.  
The fourth chapter is about the construction of judicial exemption system. 
At first, this part discusses the necessity of the construction of judicial 
exemption in legislation. Secondly, the author tries to put the procedure of 
exempt judges to the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress. 
Finally, the author introduces the job security of the exempted judges.  
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